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Dating for ladyboys. My Ladyboy Date is the first international dating site for ladyboys. Here, you will meet 
thousands of decent and sincere ladyboys, and men who sincerely like ladyboys. Find your match in Thailand, 

the Philippines or anywhere else in Asia and beyond. For this, My Ladyboy Date is the dating site of choice Find 
people on our Ladyboys Dating Site who are exactly what you want them to be and who you can chat with as you 
please. After successful contact and mutual sympathy, you can make an appointment for a ladyboy date and get 
to know each other personally. 09.04.2021 0183 32 My Ladyboy Date was created for the benefit of ladyboys 
since there were no decent dating sites catering for them before 2013. If you re a ladyboy looking for a serious 

relationship, our team will help you find the love you desire. We pride ourselves in saying that My Ladyboy Date 
does not promote hookup culture. Dating for a ladyboy or decent man should never be hard if they are looking 

for long-term commitment. A good and decent quality dating site should be available to everyone. And with 
myladyboycupid we offer this option for all ladyboys and decent trans-oriented men who have the same true 

intention, namely to find their perfect soulmate for a long-term relationship My Ladyboy Date is the first decent 
dating site for trans women aka ladyboy in Asia . Made with love, by an original trans couple. My Ladyboy Date 

is owned and operated by Building Bridges Limited, Hong Kong 169 2021 myladyboydate.com. All rights 
reserved. 19.05.2013 0183 32 Dating is very tricky, even trickier when dating a ladyboy. You have to be an expert 

in reading minds because most ladyboys undergo hormone replacement therapy making some of them very 
moody. I m not saying that you have to be a detective or psychologist to be able to have a successful date with a 

ladyboy but you have to have enough amount of sensitivity in you. Thai Ladyboy tips to date Thai Ladyboy 
Western men are becoming increasingly obsessed with Thai ladies many of them make the long distance travel to 
Thailand just to hook up. However, it is frustrating for many of them to find out that the girl they have fallen in 
love with is a Thai Ladyboy or what is referred to as katoey in Thailand in other words, they were not born as 
females. 12.02.2016 0183 32 Dating a Normal Thai Ladyboy From a Website. Online dating means it is now 

easier than ever to meet a ladyboy . You can sit in your home and get to know someone over a period of time. It is 
also great for meeting normal ladyboys as many sign up Ladyboy Dating Create a Profile, Browse Hot Ladyboys, 

amp Chat for Free. Join Our Popular, Active Ladyboy Dating Site. Ladyboy Dating Made Fun amp Easy


